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KITCHEN STAIN 
REMOVER

KITCHENKARE FOAM
CERAMIC, PLASTIC, GLASS, VARNISHED WOOD, METAL, 
STAINLESS STEEL

WHAT IT’S FOR
 � Degreases, removes stains, and deep cleans all small surfaces such as 

countertops, tile, ovens, cooktops, barbeques, range hoods.
 � Dissolves grease and tough dirt such as burnt and layered grease 

without damaging surfaces.
 � Its quick-acting active foam makes cleaning grime easy.
 � Effectively removes dirt and grease making steel surfaces shiny 

without streaks.
 � Ideal to degrease and clean garages and outdoor surfaces (patio 

furniture, window frames, tools, bicycles, motorcycles and tire rims).

ADVANTAGES

 � Contains biodegradable ingredients.
 � Active foam formula: does not drip.
 � Instant action: acts in a few seconds, loosening grime and making 

cleaning easy.
 � Rinses quickly.
 � Safe on surfaces: does not contain solvents that may damage delicate 

surfaces.
 � New scent: cleans and deodorizes, leaving the room with a pleasant 

mint and lime scent.
 � Interior and exterior use.

HOW TO USE IT

READY TO USE, no dilution required. To clean lightly dirty surfaces 
(cooktops, varnished furniture, sinks, etc.): spray KITCHENKARE FOAM 
on a damp sponge. To clean surfaces with built-up grime, (cooktops, grills, 
tire rims, patio furniture, bicycles, etc.): spray KITCHEKARE FOAM directly 
on the surface, keeping the bottle in a vertical position at about 10 inches 
from the application area. Let the product sit, then rinse with a cloth or damp 
sponge.

Storage temperature: between 41°F and 86°F (5°C and 30°C). 
Must be applied at temperatures between 41°F and 86°F (5°C and 30°C).

Coverage:
24 OZ (710 ml) 
min. 500 sq. ft. (46 m2)
Coverage rates are indicative. 

Packaging:
24 OZ (710 ml) 6 spray bottles per box

 � POWER DEGREASER FOR KITCHEN 
CLEANUPS.

 � FOAMING ACTION DISSOLVES GREASE IN 
SECONDS.


